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Drinking “bubbly” is synonymous
with festivities, and as the
holidays are a time to enjoy
parties with family and friends,
we thought we should celebrate the new vintage
of the Sumaridge limited edition MCC “Wayfarer”.

The excitement in the cellar, when a new vintage is
“disgorged”, is almost palpable. It’s a complex
exercise, and here Walter Pretorius, assistant
winemaker and production manager at Sumaridge,
explains the process which last took place in October
this year when the 2012 Vintage went under cork.
Disgorgement was invented by Madame “Veuve”
Clicquot in 1816, traditionally a skilled manual
process where the crown cap and lees (dead yeast
cells) are removed without losing much of the liquid,
and a varying amount of sugar added (dosage).
Before the disgorgement can take place, the lees,
need to be riddled to the neck of the bottles. By
wedging the bottles into a riddling rack by a process
known as remuage or riddling, the bottles can be
lifted into three different angles/ positions and turned
in various directions, to optimize gravity forces and to
ultimately settle all the lees in the neck of the bottles.
Disgorgement is the removal of these lees to
ultimately filter the wine.
Most winemakers anxiously await the day to disgorge
their bubbly, after months or years of extensive lees
contact in the bottle, as this marks the final phase of
producing a Methode Cap Classique. It is at this
point where producers have their first glance of how
the wine developed on the lees post the secondary
fermentation that took place in the enclosed bottles.
It is a very intriguing process where gravity,
temperature and pressure make the rules:

"Come quickly, I am drinking the stars!"
was supposedly said by Dom Perignon when he first tasted champagne.
It is almost certainly apocryphal, but in one short sentence it neatly sums
up the feelings of the winemakers when they pop the first cork of each
vintage after months of nervously waiting.

Bottles are carefully placed upside down and only the
necks are submerged into a liquid with a freezing
point much lower than the wine. This enables the
lees to freeze into a solid plug at the top end of the
bottles neck. The bottles are then placed up right to
remove this frozen plug by simply agitating the crown
cap enough so that the pressure in the bottle pushes
the crown cap and frozen plug out with immense
force. Pressures of up to 6 bars can develop in the
bottles from the secondary fermentation. With a huge
bang the filtration process is complete and the
winemaker can, should he so wish, then make
adjustments to the wine by means of dosage in each
individual bottle before the cork is inserted, and the
cage, and finally the foil, are applied.
While Wayfarer can be left to further mature in the
bottle, it is ready and waiting to be drunk so find
an excuse to celebrate and pop a cork!
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“Wayfarer pause and look upon a
gateway of paradise” Mervin Bosworth-Smith 1905
Poignant words for Holly and Simon in
the early years after the millennium, as
they stood upon the highlands of the
Maluti mountains in Lesotho and
gazed out over the planes, unaware
that soon they would lift a glass in
celebration to acquiring a beautiful
Wine Estate in South Africa.
For those who have met Holly and
Simon, “Wayfarer” a traveller with a
determination to reach the goal of the
final destination, always on the go,
pushing the boundaries and
discovering places, ideas and
particularly people, you would agree
that this would characterise them as a
couple. We have therefore made a
wine that does just this!
Our Wayfarer is a pink bubbly made
using the age old traditional method
which in the Cape we call Method Cap
Classique (MCC). In following, this
wine sets its own path in the pursuit of
excellence but yet strives to express
the “Joie de vivre” of togetherness in
appreciating the goodness of life
around us.
Our Wayfarer: The very first grapes in
each harvest, a careful selection from
our Pinot Noir vineyards are hand
harvested by our skilled staff and
brought to the cellar to be gently
pressed. The fresh juice is fermented
with specially selected yeast and a
delicate wine is made that expresses
estery aromas of red summer berries
and nutmeg spice with a scintillating
and focussed palate. This rather
austere wine forms the frame work on
which then hangs a complex array of
nuanced flavours born from firstly 6

months bulk maturation in tank
followed by a further 36 months in
individual bottles which have each
received a measured amount of sweet
reserve wine and yeast to see it
through the secondary bottle
fermentation. It is as a result of this
action and the ensuing extended
maturation in bottle that various
biproducts of that process present
themselves in the wine being that of
carbon dioxide (the fine beaded
bubbles) and beautifully integrated
layers of scents of bakery confection
and tastes that set the palate alive!
Our Wayfarer is a single varietal,
vintage MCC which presents what can
be described as a Partridge Eye colour
and intentionally made in a fuller style
which shows off the intrinsic character
of the Pinot Noir grape being bright
fruited yet sophisticated in expression
making this wine versatile in any given
setting. The limited production of each
numbered bottle, coupled with the
variance of each given vintage further
typifies its individual nature whilst the
extended time in our cellars ensures
approachability upon release, the style
also allows for further aging against
the cork.
Join the Sumaridge Estate family on
our journey of discovery and
celebration with Wayfarer!
Winemaker
GAVIN PATTERSON
November 2015

A meal without
wine is called
breakfast, and
then you can
drink bubbly!

Lizette’s Kitchen - Hermanus

Baghdad Breakfast:

The restaurant is a culmination of many years of
dreaming and working hard which finally came to
fruition in the gorgeous ocean side village of
Hermanus, only a few miles from the Hemel-enAarde valley where Sumaridge is located.
The owners, Scott and Lizette, met in Vietnam where
they were both living and working. After a good few
years of working and travelling the globe to find the
“perfect destination”, the couple decided on
Hermanus. The location is set in an historic farm
house which overlooks the Rade-na-Gael mountain,
and although not facing the ocean, oozes a different
charm reflecting the history of the house. Like their
menu, the interior décor of the restaurant fuses the
old, the new and quirky.
Having been an executive chef in both Franchoek
and at the famous Caravalle Hotel in Saigon, Lizette
masterminds the kitchen where her own inimitable
culinary style of fusion food comes to the fore.
Lazy mornings may be spent on the front verandah
sipping a craft coffee and enjoying the gourmet style
breakfast, or later in the day, when the lunch and
dinner menus lean more towards South East Asian
fare intertwined with some flavour explosions on
more mainstream dishes.
The Gourmet Breakfast range is something different
for the village - where traditional ingredients (all
sourced locally) are married together in Lizette’s
signature distinctive interpretation, offering tasty
alternatives to the regular “bacon & eggs” brigade.
Lizette has chosen to match their “Baghdad
Breakfast” to the gorgeously voluptuous Wayfarer.
Their well known flatbread base is topped with two
eggs which are fried (and literally poached!) in rich
butter, cumin, fresh garlic, chopped mint and the
served with a wedge of lemon for an extra zesty
addition to twist onto the eggs as they come out
steaming from the kitchen. There are a few breakfast
options which match with this lovely versatile bubble,
but as Gavin mentioned, Wayfarer is well matched
with a lovely exotic spice such as cumin, and it
complements this Summery light brekkie beautifully.

Per serving:

• Flatbread of choice - we make our
own on a sandstone tile, but a
shop-bought flatbread or pita
bread may have the same desired
outcome.
• 1 clove garlic, chopped very finely

• 50 ml butter
• 1 lemon, sliced into wedges
• 5 ml cumin
• Freshly ground salt, or salt flakes
• 2 eggs
• Rocket

Method:
• Melt the butter slowly in a suitable pan over moderate heat
• A garlic and slowly heat through
• Break eggs into the butter, sprinkle with cumin, salt and squeeze with lemon
• Bake the flatbread until soft and warm through whilst eggs are cooking
The eggs will “poach” slowly in the warmed butter - when the eggs reach the
degree of desired “doneness”, use a spatula and place on top of the flatbread,
with a wedge of lemon and garnish with rocket.
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Time flies when you are having fun!
Here’s a quick look back at 2015...

Holly & Simon were pleased to be
able to show our wines at “A Taste of
Gold”. This annual event celebrates
IWC gold medal winning wines. It is
attended by four of the IWC CoChairmen; Tim Atkin MW, Oz Clarke,
Peter McCombie MW and Charles
Metcalfe, and gives the public and
the wine trade a fantastic
opportunity to taste with the
experts and see why the wines
have won a coveted
Gold medal.
In May we closed the tasting room for a makeover.
We wanted it to retain its peacefulness, but have
a slightly younger and less staid atmosphere. We
have also installed a sophisticated picture
hanging system to facilitate having different art
exhibitions. It proved a good excuse for a party
at the beginning of June when we coincided
the opening with the launch of an exhibition of
the works of Jono Dry in conjunction with
Hermanus FynArts.

In February, Global Wineries, our distributers in Antwerp,
brought a group of independent wine merchants to visit us.
Many of them are old friends, whom we all know from our
visits to Belgium, and it was a pleasure to be able to
reciprocate the hospitality that they show to us.

Lisa took a break from looking after our tasting room
guests, when RMB WineX was held in Jo’burg at the end
of October. One of SA’s premier wine shows, now in its
16th year, it always promises a time to muse through a
myriad of varietals and cuvées that tantalise the palate,
soak up the ‘Art-of-Wine’, hob nob with winemakers and
Jozi jetsetters and stock up on favourites

We were very pleased to be asked to show our wines at a gourmet paired dinner at
Piccolo Mondo restaurant at the Michelangelo Hotel in Sandton in March. The meal was
superb, the wine flowed and a very jolly evening was had by all!

In October, the fifth annual Chardonnay Report sponsored
by multinational financial services company Prescient was
released. This involved putting together a line-up of 60
high-profile wines, either currently available or soon to be
released, and then subjecting them to a blind tasting.
Once again our Chardonnay was awarded 94 points, and
Gavin was honored to be presented with our certificate.

From late September through until
the end of November, we spend a
lot of time showing our wines at
lots of “open houses” in Belgium.
At the end of September Walter
Pretorius flew to Europe so that
we could introduce him to some
of our clients. The shows are great fun but hard work, so it was great to
be able to unwind together with a glass of Belgium’s famous beer!

Cape Wine is the flagship business showcase of the South
African wine industry, taking place at the CITCC at the end
of September. Held every three years by Wines of South
Africa (WOSA), it is considered the most successful
international wine trade show in the southern hemisphere.

Early in the new year, the Hemel-en-Aarde Winegrowers’ Association
celebrated the Pinot Noirs produced in the valley with cellar specific events,
together with tastings, and a gala dinner kindly hosted by Bona Dea Estate. The
attendees had the chance to experience Pinot Noir with the subtle influences of
site and soil across the three carefully delimited, contiguous wine appellations
within the valley.

In September, Alex Scarfe and Hand Made Travel brought a
group a oenophiles from East Anglia to stay at the Marine
Hotel in Hermanus. Their visit included barrel tastings and a
tour of the vineyard, and their stay culminated in a wonderful
gourmet paired dinner in the tasting room.
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So you think you know about wine?

Our “golden girl” does it again!

Test your knowledge of wine trivia with our Christmas crossword competition and you may win a six bottle case of Wayfarer.

and everyone was very proud to see Gavin
Patterson accepting the award. While not
entirely surprising given the other awards
won and points scored this year, awards
should never be taken for granted.
Debuting in 1980, Platter’s by Diners Club
is South Africa’s first and still leading wine
annual. The 2016 edition follows the
popular and award winning Platter’s
format, with more than
900 South African wine
producers, merchants
and brands being
featured and its annual
launch is eagerly
awaited.

Platter’s by Diners Club South African Wine Guide 2016 was
launched at Cape Town’s Mount Nelson Hotel on 29 October
2015 with over 200 guests in attendance, the VIPs including
wine producers who had achieved the maximum five star rating
in the new edition - reserved for wines that are “South African
classics”. A total of 83 five star wines, are featured in the 2016
guide. Publisher of Platter’s, Jean-Pierre Rossouw, says: “This
year, all wines that were scored 4.5 stars or higher in the primary
assessment went into a second round of tasting, conducted
blind (without sight of the label) by small panels including
experienced palates from outside the team.”
Everyone at Sumaridge was delighted that our 2013 Chardonnay
received five stars – one of only eleven chardonnays to do so

Our
chardonnay
followed in the footsteps of our
Pinot Noir which received this
coveted award at the 2015 awards.
While there is a natural competitive
spirit between the wine makers in
the valley - everyone wants to raise
the bar another notch - we all take
pride in seeing our friends and
colleagues in the valley win “best in
class” so it was a delight for
Sumaridge to be on the podium
with Bouchard Finlayson and
Newton Johnson.

ACROSS

DOWN

1.

2.

Who ordered Vin de Constance from his exile in St Helena (8)

3.

"Which film adaptation of a novel by Peter Mayle starred, among others, Albert
Finney? (1,4,4)

5.

Thought to be the highest vineyards on earth, Bodega Colomé are at heights of
nearly 3,000m) above sea level. In which mountain range can they be found?
(3,5)

7.

Which famous scientist said “Penicillin cures, but wine makes people happy”
(9,7)

9.

Who was the ancient Greek God of the Vine, Grape Harvest, Winemaking & Wine?
(8)

The laborious daily task of turning each bottle of MCC a fraction is known as
what? (8)

4.

In 1925 Cinsault and Pinot Noir were crossed to create what varietal? (8)

6.

Which former French International and English premiership soccer player coowns Coste Brulade in Provence? (5,6)

8.

Situated in the McLaren valley, which Winery sponsored the 2015 Ashes series.
(6)

10. Which South African born novelist said “It was like discovering a wine-cellar filled
with bottles of amazing wine of a kind and flavour never tasted before.” (1,1,1,7)
11. Pinot Gris 2014, from the Bolney Wine Estate in East Sussex, was the first English
wine to be offered at which sporting event in 2015? (9)

Heaven on earth for mountain bikers!

17. “Age is just a number. It's totally irrelevant unless, of course, you happen to be a
bottle of wine.” was said by which Golden Globe winning “Bitch.” (4,7)

Close to 1,000 mountain bikers, including Gavin
Patterson, tackled the four distances on offer in
Hemel en Aarde Nissan Trailseeker race in
October.

“This was my first event back in South Africa and I
loved the route. It was really tough. In Sweden we
complete a 60-odd kilometre race in just over two
hours and today it took me over three hours. This
was real mountain biking with nice technical rocky
sections, incredible views and fast downhills,” smiled
a satisfied Jennie Stenerhag.

19. Which film sparked a wave of “Pinot-philia” among US consumers, which is still
being felt today? (8)
20. Kevin Kline plays the prodigal son of a French family of vineyard owners in which
film? (6,4)

Photo credit Zoon Cronje for ZC Marketing Consulting

Strong winds and rain later in the day made the
scenic routes more challenging, but the race village
at Sumaridge Wine Estate provided hospitality and
comfort for both spectators and riders once they’d
crossed the finish line! Philip Buys and Jennie
Stenerhag showed their class as internationally
successful racers when they claimed dominant wins
in the men and women’s races. “It was my first time
racing in the region and I really enjoyed the trails.
said Philip Buys.

18. Joseph Conrad in Heart of Darkness has Marlow say “this is no Falernian wine.”
With what country is the wine associated? (5)

12. Which fictional English aristocratic amateur sleuth was “a wine connoisseur and a
bon vivant” (4,5,6)
13. BMW is an acronym for the wine label owned by which three cricketing legends?
(6,7,6)
14. In 1788 The First Fleet took cutting from vines in South Africa to which Country?
(9)
15. In what Ian Fleming novel does James Bond say to one of his many “Bond girls”,
“If it’s a Bollinger 69, you were expecting me.” (9)
16. Which German theologian said “Beer is made by men, wine by God.”? (6,6)

22. Of which French artist was it said “Art and alcohol were his only mistresses, and
they were mistresses to which he devoted all of his time and energy”. (9,7)

21. What English actor, writer, wit & raconteur said “Wine can be a better teacher
than ink, and banter is often better than books” (7,3)

25. Which microscopic aphid caused a scourge that erupted in Europe and nearly
destroyed every single wine grape in the world? (10)

23. From which Charles Dickens novel is this quotation taken? "It wasn't the wine,"
murmured Mr. Snodgrass, in a broken voice. "It was the salmon." (8,6)

27. The brother of English kings Richard III and Edward VI, the first duke of where
chose to be executed by drowning in a butt of wine? (8)

24. Completed in 1888, The Green Vineyard was painted by which Dutch artist? (3,4)

28. “Wine is constant proof that God loves us and loves to see us happy.” Said which
famous American inventor? (8,8)
29. Bookmakers offered odds of 1,000-1 on Prince George’s sibling being called
what? (10)
33. What is the science of winemaking called? (8)

26. What capacity measure was, until the 19th century, equal to two barrels or half a
butt. (8)
30. Yerevan is capital of which country, thought to be the oldest wine producer in the
world? (7)
31. Louis Strydom is wine maker for which South African sporting hero? (5,3)
32. Located 59°40 N; 09°19 E where is the northernmost viable vineyard in the world

34. When Pico do Fogo volcano erupted in November last year, it put a temporary
stop to a 140-year tradition of winemaking in a tiny village in Africa. Where is that
village? (4,5)
35. Two Paddocks is owned by which New Zealand Actor? (3,4)

Please email your completed crossword to info@sumaridge.co.za by the closing date of 31st January 2016.
The winner will be chosen at random from the correct entries, there is no cash alternative prize & T&C apply.
The solution and the name of the winner will be published in the March issue of Through the grapevine.
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Great things are in store...
Jazz and Blues at Sumaridge

After the success of the Jesse Clegg concert
in December of last year, we are delighted to
announce a late afternoon open air concert
on Wednesday 16th December featuring
acclaimed artists Tony Cox and Albert Frost.

Carols by Candlelight

Romance and Roses.

On Sunday 20th December we would be
delighted if you would join us to celebrate
Christmas with a sing-along carol concert, of
family favourites, featuring the wonderful
Abagold choir. Entrance is free, so please
come along from 6.30pm. We are hoping
that Father Christmas will be joining us, and
“the big man” will be giving a small gift to all
children aged 10 and under, before the
Carols begin at 7.00pm. There will also be a
children’s fancy dress competition with
prizes for the best Christmas themed
costumes.

Come St Valentine’s Day, the harvest usually
begins with the first of our pinot noir destined to become the 2016 vintage
Wayfarer. Over the weekend beginning
Friday 12th February until the evening of
Sunday 14th February a sundowner wine
bar service will be available from 5pm to
7.30pm. Anyone purchasing a celebratory
bottle of Wayfarer will receive a
complimentary single red rose.

Wine, soft drinks and candles will be
available to purchase, and Carol sheets will
be provided, so exercise those vocal chords
and come and have a good sing-song.
You know you want to!

To buy tickets, priced at ZAR 150 each,
please call Lisa Dunn at the cellar:
028 312 1097.

Wine, soft drinks and food will be available
for purchase, so dust off you picnic blanket
and come along and join us!

Nature provides
the sunsets and we
provide the wines
to celebrate them!
Sunsets and Sundowners
From 17th December until 10th January we are
extending our opening hours. Tastings will be available
from 10am to 5pm with lunch platters being available
between 12 noon and 3pm.
In the late afternoons why not join us for a sundowner
and a glorious sunset? A sundowner wine bar service
will be available from 5pm to 7.30 pm.
Please note that the cellar will be closed on
Christmas Day and New Year’s Day.

Upper Hemel-en-Aarde Valley, Hermanus, South Africa.
Tel: 028 312 1097 GPS: -34° 22' 1.416" , 19° 15' 19.116"
www.sumaridge.co.za

